The hallmark of episodic memory is recollecting multiple perceptual details tied to a 24 specific spatial-temporal context. To remember an event, it is therefore necessary to integrate 25 such details into a coherent representation during initial encoding. Here we tested how the brain 26 encodes and binds multiple, distinct kinds of features in parallel, and how this process evolves 27 over time during the event itself. We analyzed data from 27 subjects who learned a series of 28 objects uniquely associated with a color, a panoramic scene location, and an emotional sound 29 while fMRI data were collected. By modeling brain activity at event onset and event offset, we 30 were able to test how the neural signatures of individual features as well as the integrated event 31 changed over the course of encoding. We observed a striking dissociation between early and 32 late encoding processes: left inferior frontal and sensory signals at event onset tracked the 33 amount of detail subsequently recalled and were dissociable based on distinct remembered 34 features. In contrast, memory-related brain activity shifted to the left hippocampus at event 35 offset, which was particularly sensitive to binding item color and sound associations with spatial 36 information. These results provide evidence of simultaneous feature-specific neural responses 37 at the start of episodic encoding that predict later remembering and show that the hippocampus 38 acts to integrate these features into a spatially-coherent experience at an event transition. 39 3
contextual framework. Identifying the mechanisms of complex event encoding is an important 48 step toward understanding why many neurological and psychiatric disorders exhibit differences 49 in how the world is perceived and remembered. 50
Our ongoing perceptual experience of the world includes a stream of disparate, 52 multimodal features unfolding in parallel. Memory-related increases in brain activity during 53 encoding are often found in visuo-perceptual brain regions (Spaniol et al., 2009; Kim, 2011) , 54 emphasizing that stronger, more precise representations of perceptual information support 55 memory formation. For instance, comparing encoding of different kinds of information, such as 56 words and pictures, reveals category-selective patterns of sensory activity that predict 57 subsequent recollection of these individual features (Gottlieb et al., 2010; Duarte et al., 2011; 58 Park and Rugg, 2011 ). Yet natural experience not only involves representing different 59 perceptual features but, crucially, it requires us to encode them simultaneously. Moreover, we 60 later remember this information as a unified event. In this study, we investigated how perceptual 61 features are uniquely represented during encoding and the neural operations that bind them 62 together. 63
Studies addressing these issues have largely examined memory for simple paired 64 associations studied as short "events". This research involves presenting subjects with pairs of 65 features within the same trial, such as a location, person, emotion, or color. By predicting 66 subsequent memory separately for each component feature (Uncapher et al., 2006; Staresina 67 and Davachi, 2008; Gottlieb et al., 2012; Ritchey et al., 2018) or contrasting events with 68 overlapping or non-overlapping feature types (Horner et al., 2015) , these studies take a step 69 toward understanding how the brain represents and encodes distinct kinds of information in 70 parallel. Moreover, some regions, most notably the hippocampus, show a preference for binding 71 pairs of features during encoding rather than promoting memory for either detail alone 72 (Uncapher et al., 2006; Horner et al., 2015) . However, restricting encoding trials to bimodal 73 associations leaves it unclear how distinct feature signals of more complex experiences are 74 simultaneously distinguished, prioritized, and integrated as the event unfolds over time. 75 5 The hippocampus has long been considered to be crucial for binding elements of our 76 experience contextual information (Davachi, 2006; Diana et al., 2007; Eichenbaum et al., 2007; 77 Ranganath, 2010), though less is known about how exactly the hippocampus organizes 78 multimodal information. Its involvement might be tied to total memory content, including details 79 and their associations, during event encoding (Addis and McAndrews, 2006; Staresina and 80 Davachi, 2008; Park and Rugg, 2011) , such that activity tracks the amount of information 81 subsequently recalled (Qin et al., 2011 ) regardless of its content or relational structure. 82
Alternatively, hippocampus could be specifically recruited to organize our environment in a 83 structured way, perhaps around a spatial framework (Horner et al., 2015; Deuker et al., 2016; 84 Zeidman and Maguire, 2016). Another outstanding issue is the timing of a binding process: does 85 it proceed throughout the event or occur once all relevant information has been gathered? 86
Interestingly, recent evidence using video stimuli suggests that the hippocampus may be 87 particularly useful for encoding at the end of an event (Ben-Yakov et al., 2014; Ben-Yakov and 88 Henson, 2018) . However, research cannot determine if this later signal serves a binding 89 function until specific qualities of the resulting memory are measured. Finally, it is important to 90 distinguish the role of the hippocampus in multimodal event encoding from that of other regions 91 across the brain that also reliably show encoding effects related to organization and integration, 92 such as left inferior frontal gyrus (Ranganath et al., 2004; Addis and McAndrews, 2006; 93 Staresina and Davachi, 2006; Park and Rugg, 2011) . 94
Here, we presented participants with multimodal features constituting a single event. In 95 line with previous work (Horner and Burgess, 2013; Joensen et al., 2019) , we recently showed 96 that successful recall, but not the precision, of event associations encoded in our task -an 97 object with a color, scene location, and sound -exhibits a dependent, integrated structure in 98 memory (Cooper and Ritchey, 2019) . Therefore, this paradigm allows us to cleanly test memory 99 for each event dimension, understand how these features are segregated and prioritized at 100 encoding, and assess how they are bound into a unified representation across the brain. 101 6
MATERIALS AND METHODS

102
Portions of this dataset have been previously reported (Cooper and Ritchey, 2019) . 103
Whereas the previous paper was focused on functional connectivity analyses of the retrieval 104 phase, the current paper reports on univariate activation analyses of the encoding phase. 105
Methods for MRI data collection, the task procedure, and behavioral analyses have been 106 previously detailed in (Cooper and Ritchey, 2019) , and so are summarized here. 107 108 Participants 109 27 participants took part in the current experiment (16 females, 11 males). All 110 participants were 18-35 years of age (mean = 21.7 years, SD = 3.58) and did not have a history 111 of any psychiatric or neurological disorders. Seven additional subjects took part but were 112 excluded from data analyses: two participants did not complete the experiment, one due to 113 anxiety and the other due to excessive movement in the MRI scanner, four additional 114 participants had chance-level performance on the memory task, and one subject was excluded 115 after data quality checks revealed 3/6 encoding functional runs exceeded our motion criteria. 116
Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the experiment and participants 117 were reimbursed for their time. Procedures were approved by the Boston College Institutional 118 Review Board. 119 120
Experimental Design 121
Paradigm 122
Participants were presented with a series of 144 unique object "events" in an MRI 123 scanner, 24 per scan run. Each object was presented in a color from a continuous CIEL*A*B 124 color spectrum, in a scene location within one of 6 panoramic environments, and in conjunction 125 with one of 12 sounds -6 that were emotionally negative and 6 that were neutral. All sounds 126 contained natural, easily recognizable content and were 6 seconds in duration, corresponding to 127 7 the time each event was displayed during encoding. Events were separated by a 1 second 128 fixation. Participants were instructed to integrate the object and its associated features into a 129 meaningful event, but no response was required ( Figure 1A ). Allocations of features to objects 130 as well as the presentation order of events were randomized within each subject. This memory 131 encoding phase is the focus of all fMRI analyses presented here; see Cooper and Ritchey 132 (2019) for results from the retrieval phase. After encoding 24 events, subjects were tested on 133 their memory for the features associated with each object, presented in grayscale as memory 134 cues. On each retrieval trial, participants attempted to remember all of the features in their mind 135 for 4s, following which they were prompted to remember if the object was paired with a negative 136 or neutral sound (2s), and to reconstruct the object's color and spatial location (6s each). For 137 the sound feature, participants reported their confidence in their decision ('maybe' or 'sure'), 138
whereas, for the visual features, participants changed the object's color and moved it around the 139 panorama to recreate its visual appearance as precisely as possible in 360-degree space. 140 141 fMRI Data Acquisition 142 MRI scanning was performed using a 3-T Siemens Prisma MRI scanner at the Harvard 143
Center for Brain Science, with a 32-channel head coil. Structural MRI images were obtained 144 using a T1-weighted (T1w) multiecho MPRAGE protocol (field of view = 256 mm, 1 mm isotropic 145 voxels, 176 sagittal slices with interleaved acquisition, TR = 2530 ms, TE = 1.69/ 3.55/ 5.41/ 146 7.27 ms, flip angle = 7º, phase encoding: anterior-posterior, parallel imaging = GRAPPA, 147 acceleration factor = 2). Functional images were acquired using a whole brain multiband echo-148 planar (EPI) sequence (field of view = 208 mm, 2 mm isotropic voxels, 69 slices with interleaved 149 acquisition, TR = 1500 ms, TE = 28 ms, flip angle = 75º, phase encoding: anterior-posterior, 150 parallel imaging = GRAPPA, acceleration factor = 2), for a total of 466 TRs encompassing 151 encoding and retrieval trials per scan run. Fieldmap scans were acquired to correct the EPI 152 images for signal distortion (TR = 314 ms, TE = 4.45/ 6.91 ms, flip angle = 55º). 153
Statistical Analysis 154
Behavioral Data Processing 155
As previously reported (Cooper and Ritchey, 2019) , participants' responses for the 156 object color and scene location questions were measured in terms of error --the difference 157 between the target (encoded) feature value and the reported feature value in 360-degree space. 158
Responses to the sound question were considered in terms of accuracy and confidence. Each 159 encoding event was characterized in terms of its pattern of memory success (correct vs. 160 incorrect subsequent retrieval) for each of these features. We used a more conservative method 161 for identifying "correct" memory retrieval than in our previous analysis of this data (Cooper and 162 Ritchey, 2019) to ensure that we only included trials associated with confident subsequent 163 recollection, and to more evenly balance the distribution of trials across different remembered The mixture model includes a uniform distribution to estimate the proportion of responses that 169 reflect guessing, as well as a circular Gaussian (von Mises) distribution to estimate the 170 proportion of responses that reflect successful remembering. We defined "correct" color and 171 scene memory by the probability that an error had at least a 75% chance of belonging to the 172 von Mises distribution and not the uniform distribution, resulting in a threshold of +/-42 degrees 173 for color and +/-24 degrees for scene memory. For each encoding event, a composite measure 174 of memory detail was calculated as the number of features subsequently recalled (0-3). Of note, 175 this is a slightly different composite measure of memory than we have used previously (Cooper 176 and Ritchey, 2019), where we accounted for variations in confidence and precision within 177 "successful" recall. However, we have already restricted our measure of successful memory for 178 each feature to a confident and precise judgment, and, in our previous behavioral analyses, it 9 was successful recall but not the precision of recall that showed a dependent structure in 180 memory. X2 || Subject)). To avoid singular fits for more complex models, the random effects structure of 246 models with more than two fixed effects were additionally simplified using the lmerTest package 247 (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) 'step' function, which iteratively removes random slopes that do not 248 improve the model fit. Each fixed effect was tested against zero using lmerTest, which 249 implements t-tests with Satterthwaite's approximation method, estimating the effective degrees 250 of freedom for each effect. All p-values reported were FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons 251 across all 204 brain regions within each type of mixed effects model. 252
253
Code Accessibility 254
Single trial encoding data for all subjects and brain regions as well as R scripts to run the 255 analyses described here have been made freely available through GitHub: 12 http://www.thememolab.org/paper-bindingfmri/. This repository also contains csv and nifti files 257 for all whole-brain linear mixed effects statistics. 258
259
RESULTS
260
Neural correlates of subsequent episodic detail are sensitive to distinct memory features 261
We first sought to test where across the brain activity at the onset of a multi-feature 262 event was sensitive to the amount of detail later recalled ( Figure 1B) . Activity of each brain 263 region was predicted from an objective measure of memory detail coding each trial according to 264 whether 0, 1, 2, or 3 features were subsequently recalled. 265 2.96, p = .042), amygdala (t = 3.29, p = .032), and superior temporal cortex (t = 4.54, p = .007). 277
Notably, left inferior frontal gyrus onset activity also tracked memory detail (ts > 3.40, ps < .024), 278 with this region being frequently associated with successful associative encoding. In contrast, 279 activity of default network regions, including bilateral medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) (ts < -280 3.35, ps < .027) and posterior cingulate (ts < -3.14, ps < .037), showed a reduction in activity at 281 event onset that tracked increasing memory detail. Therefore, left lateral frontal and sensory 282 regions appear to prioritize event features early on in encoding to support a detailed memory 283
representation. 284
We next wanted to determine which of these regions were associated with subsequent 285 memory in a feature-specific way--that is, to what extent does encoding a multi-feature event 286
involve the parallel activation of feature-specific patterns? To this end, mixed effects models 287 were used to identify patterns of event-onset activity that were uniquely predicted by 288 subsequent memory for color, sound, or scene perspective, with memory coded according to 289 whether the feature was subsequently correct or incorrect ( The previous analysis showed that there are partially distinct patterns of encoding 313 activity that support memory for individual features in parallel. Yet a fundamental aspect of 314 episodic memory is the binding of multimodal features into a coherent event representation. 315
How does this emerge over the course of encoding? Most models of episodic memory assume 316 that the hippocampus supports this binding process. Interestingly, we found that hippocampal 317 onset activity was not predicted by subsequent memory detail (ts < 0.60, ps > .77), or memory 318 for any individual feature (ts < 0.71, ps > .68), despite being frequently reported in this context 319 (Ranganath et al., 2004; Addis and McAndrews, 2006; Ritchey et al., 2018) , specifically for 320 encoding multiple episodic features (Horner et al., 2015) . Yet this onset-locked analysis does 321 not capture the full temporal dynamics of episodic encoding. We reasoned that feature-specific 322 brain regions might be important for prioritizing features early on whereas other regions, such as 323 hippocampus, might be engaged later in encoding to integrate such features into a coherent 324 memory representation. Thus, we tested whether the pattern of subsequent memory effects 325 would shift from event onset to event offset, with the hippocampus playing a binding role that is 326 especially apparent at offset ( Figure 3A) . 327
First, activity of each brain region at event offset was predicted from a continuous 328 measure of memory detail. Overall, we found that fewer regions exhibited sensitivity to the 329 number of features subsequently recalled at the end of an event ( Figure 3B ), although the 330 sensitivity of some default regions to memory detail was sustained over encoding, with an 331 overlapping subset of mPFC regions showing decreased activity with greater subsequent 332 memory detail at both onset (ts < -3.35, ps < .027) and offset (ts < -2.78, ps < .038). A transition 333 of subsequent memory effects was particularly the case for left inferior frontal and sensory 334 regions that tracked later memory detail and feature-specific recall early on during event 335 learning --these regions did not sustain their sensitivity to memory over the full course of 336 encoding. Importantly, enhanced activity at event offset in left hippocampus was predictive of 337 16 the number of event details subsequently remembered (t = 3.25, p = .034), reflecting the 338 emergence of a hippocampal memory effect over the course of the encoding trial. Of note, the 339 same pattern was also present in right hippocampus, but it did not reach significance after 340 correction for multiple comparisons across the brain (t = 2.23, p = .13). Positive correlates of 341 memory detail at event offset were also seen in left inferior parietal cortex (t = 3.29, p = .017) 342 and middle temporal gyrus (t = 3.58, p = .018). This temporal transformation in the neural 343 correlates of memory detail during encoding is unlikely to be influenced by the proximity of each 344 event offset to the onset of the next trial. Specifically, a mixed effects model predicting 345 subsequent memory detail on the next trial from subsequent memory detail on the current trial, 346 accounting for nested random effects of subject and task run, revealed no statistical 347 dependency between encoding success on successive trials (t = 1.16, p = .26). To complement the previous onset-related analyses, we next tested the unique influence 362 of memory for each feature -color, sound, and scene -on offset activity across the brain. 363
Whereas there were no significant increases in activity with subsequent color or sound memory, 364 some regions did, however, track subsequent scene memory. These effects were not present in 365 retrosplenial/parahippocampal cortex and occipital regions as previously seen; rather, activity of 366 left hippocampus (t = 3.91, p = .006), bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (ts> 3.16, ps < .034), and left 367 temporoparietal junction (ts> 3.17, ps < .034) tracked scene encoding at the end of the event. 368
To visualize the transformation of memory-related activity between event onset and offset, we 369 focused on 5 regions (Figure 3 C-D) --left hippocampus (L HIPP), left inferior frontal gyrus (L 370 IFG), showing sensitivity to total memory detail at event offset and onset, respectively, as well 371 as ventral temporal cortex (VTC), auditory cortex (AUD), and retrosplenial/parahippocampal 372 cortex (RSC/PHC), which tracked color, sound, and scene encoding, respectively, at event 373 onset. To confirm, sensitivity to memory detail was significantly greater at event offset than 374 onset in L HIPP (F(1,52.9) = 4.95, p = .030), whereas the opposite was true in L IFG (F(1,61.3) 375 = 6.63, p = .012). AUD and RSC/PHC also showed significantly greater sensitivity to later sound 376 (F(1,50.5) = 24.30, p < .001) and scene memory (F(1,60. 3) = 12.18, p < .001), respectively, at 377 event onset than offset, but this pattern was not significant for VTC and color encoding 378 (F(1,59.4) = 1.02, p = .32). Therefore, lateral frontal and sensory memory-related onset signals 379 transition to a hippocampal offset signal that is sensitive to later scene recollection and the 380 amount of information recalled. 381
The observed pattern of hippocampal activity raises two possibilities about its memory-382 related function: 1) it may promote memory for the spatial context at an event transition 383 regardless of other episodic features, or 2) it could reflect a binding signal, integrating event 384 19 features within a spatial framework after the individual features have been processed. To 385 distinguish these explanations, we predicted the mean activity of left hippocampus with all 386 combinations of features recalled (each feature remembered alone, each possible pair of 387 features remembered together but the third forgotten, or all three features remembered), and 388 tested if hippocampal offset activity is greater in situations where space was bound to either 389 color or sound features, or both, than when space was recalled in the absence of other 390 information (Figure 4) . Indeed, hippocampal activity was only increased at offset for trials where 391 scene information was successfully remembered in conjunction with color, sound, or both 392 features (ts > 3.06, ps < .003) and not when scene was the only feature subsequently recalled (t 393 = 1.29, p = .20; scene-alone vs. scene-binding fixed effects: F(1,2553.9) = 3.51, p = .061, two-394 tailed). Hence, although hippocampal activity was uniquely predicted by subsequent memory for 395 space, it seems particularly sensitive to binding other event features within a spatial framework 396 at the end of a studied event. 397 variance of each feature, we found that scenes showed the most prominent subsequent 424 memory effects. This suggests that spatial information may be prioritized during encoding and 425 serve as the dominant framework for integrating other features within memory (Robin et al., 426 2016; Robin, 2018) . In fact, complementary work using multivariate pattern analysis of multi-427 21 feature mental imagery also found more widespread neural sensitivity, primarily in posterior 428 medial cortex, to distinct spatial environments compared to different people or objects (Robin et 429 al., 2018) . We additionally showed that these visuo-perceptual neural correlates were only 430 present early on in the encoding trial, which is consistent with relatively earlier subsequent 431 memory effects in ventral visual areas shown using intracranial EEG (Long and Kahana, 2015) . 432 Therefore, while the strength of sensory signals predicts feature-specific encoding, the 433 importance of this activity for memory generally decreases over the trial. In contrast, we 434 observed that deactivation of default network regions, particularly medial prefrontal cortex, 435 correlated with subsequent memory at both the onset and offset of multi-feature events, 436 suggesting that reallocation of task resources to the external stimulus (Daselaar et al., 2004) is 437 consistently important for memory encoding. 438
In addition to feature-specific encoding effects showing an early, transient profile, left 439 IFG also showed an early relationship to total memory detail that diminished over time. Notably, 440 its onset activity was not sensitive to memory for any feature alone. This pattern supports the 441 proposal that IFG processes goal-relevant information and initiates an organizational framework 442 (Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2007; Blumenfeld et al., 2011) to support integration of perceptual 443 features. In our paradigm, participants were asked to generate a story linking the associations 444 together, and so early IFG activity may help to generate meaningful semantic associations 445 necessary to support feature binding (Gabrieli et al., 1998) . Interestingly, and in contrast to prior 446 literature, we did not find a similar relationship between hippocampal onset activity and later 447 encoding success. Instead, we observed a shift whereby left hippocampal activity at event offset 448 significantly predicted the number of features recalled. Collectively, these findings suggest that 449 both hippocampus and left IFG contribute to the integration of event components (Staresina and Here, like our whole brain results, this offset response is mostly selective to the 476 hippocampus. The hippocampal offset signal is thought to reflect a binding operation based on 477 event discontinuities, linking together all the features that just co-occurred within the same 478 spatial-temporal context before transitioning to a new environment (Staresina and Davachi, 479 
